Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE STATS:
In the last case review we looked at great first years by rookies. We did this by position. In this
article we take a look at other great firsts by a rookie which constituted records. Rather than
doing this by position – we look at various categories:
Plate Appearances – Chuck Schilling, 736
At Bats – Juan Samuel, 701
Walks – Bill Joyce, 123
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Hits – Ichiro Suzuki, 242
Doubles – Johnny Frederick, 52
Triples – Jimmy Williams, 28
Homeruns – Mark McGwire, 49
RBIs – Ted Williams, 145
Highest batting average – Benny Kauff (Federal league), .370
Hitting streak – Benito Santiago, 34
Regarding pitchers – the highest win/loss percentage was obtained by Emil Yde, .848
The greatest number of wins in the modern era was Bill Hoffer’s 31
Russ Ford let the rookies with shut-outs with eight (8), and in the modern era the greatest
strikeout rookie king was Dwight Gooden with 246.
Harry Krause led rookies with lowest ERA at 139.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files: Res Adjudicata
Statute of Limitations
Split Jurisdictions
Doctrine of Opportunity to Be Heard
The most interesting thing about the Underwood case is that it applies the doctrine of res
adjudicata to litigation that was conducted in a different court. Respondent resorted to self
payment, out of partnership assets, in which the decedent was a partner. The other partners sued.
The Oakland County Circuit Court took into consideration the amount of care that partner had
given the decedent, made an offset and ruled accordingly.
Many years later, the petitioner sought to reopen the decedent’s estate to surcharge the
Respondent as guardian for the same negligent actions. The court appropriately defined the third
element of res adjudicata as claims that could have been raised and said that you pragmatically
look at the circumstances and facts, by considering whether the facts are related in time, space
and origin or motivation. Here the court properly concluded that they were related. Essentially,
Petitioner and Appellant are raising a new theory only, but there was a ruling on proper
compensation. The court goes on to enforce statute of limitations; noting the accrual date of the
breach of fiduciary duty.
The court also goes into the doctrine of opportunity to be heard. The court cites the Cummings v
Wayne County, 210 Mich App 249, properly to the effect that an opportunity to be heard doesn’t
require a full scale trial and here there was oral argument without limitation. The court goes into
this even though it was not raised in the lower court, but saying that since it is a substantial right
they will review it and apply the doctrine of plain error. This is well reasoned. The oddities of
the case are as follows:
How could you surcharge a guardian by reopening decedent’s estate?
How can you surcharge a guardian when guardians aren’t even supposed to be handling money?
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I want to draw to the reader’s attention a change in the Michigan Court Rules. Specifically,
MCR 508 (B)(2) which still contains the words “on the record,” but as of June 1, 2010 no longer
contains the language “and not de novo.” Hence, to make sense of the instant Court of Appeals
ruling that a summary disposition motion for the Court of Appeals is de novo they must mean
“de novo on the record.” Yet the court, in this case, reviewed legal doctrines de novo.
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